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ABSTRACT 
Let A be an n X n complex matrix with singular values (pi a (~a 2 . . . > a,, and 
eigenvalues X,, X, ,..., X,,, where 1X,1 > 1X,/ > . . . > IA,/. Denote by C,,,(A) (1 <m 
“, 
< n) the mth compound of A, and by AC n the mth Grassmann space over C I’, in 
which the elements are regarded as complex row vectors with ( E) coordinates. We 
have the relation 
ifill’ilGTI(C.,(A)) Gr(Cn,(A))aifiiai, 
where 
r,,(C,,,(A))=max ~xC,,(A)x*~:xisdecomposablein~C”,xr*=l 
( I 
and 
r(&(A))=max I~C,,,(A)X*(:~E~C”, xx*=1 
are the decomposable numerical radius and numerical radius of C,,,(A) respectively. 
In this note we classify those matrices for which ll:II=,Ih,I = r,,(C,,,(A)), llyLilx,l = 
r(CII1( A)), r,,(C,,,(A)) = r(C,,,(A)), etc. Some of these results answer the questions 
raised by Marcus and Andresen concerning the decomposable numerical radius of a 
complex matrix. 
*The author wishes to express his thanks to Dr. Yil-Hoi Au-Yeung for his valuable advice and 
encouragement. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an n X n complex matrix with singular values (pi > o2 > . . . > a, 
and eigenvalues Xr,Xs,...,X,,, where IX,I>IX,I> ... >IX,I. Denote by 
C,,(A) (I < m < n) the mth compound of A. Since the eigenvalues and 
singular values of C,,,(A) are the products ny=rx,,i, and rI~=n=l~O(ij respec- 
tively, where u E Q,,,, (the totality of strictly increasing sequences of m 
integers chosen from 1,. . . , n), C,(A) has Fly= [Xi1 as the spectral radius and 
ml l 
llr= ioi as the spectral norm. Suppose that /\Q= n denotes the mth Grassmann 
space over Q= n, in which the elements are regarded as complex row vectors 
with 
( 1 
i coordinates, and G, denotes the set of all unit length decompos- 
able tensors in LC “. We consider the numerical radius 
)xC,(A)x*l: x E iCn, xx* = I 
and the decomposable numerical radius 
r,(C,,,(A))=max{IxC,(A)x*l:xEG,} 
of C,(A). In fact, 
r(C,(A)) = ma{ 121: z E W(C,(A))}, 
where 
W(C,(A)) = (xC,(A)x*: x E ;;;F, XX* = 1) 
is the numerical range of C,(A). Let Q: mxn and a,, denote the linear space 
of m X n complex matrices and the group of n X n unitary matrices respec- 
tively. Denote by 
the m x m submatrix of I? lying in rows 6(l), . . . ,6(m) and columns 
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a), . . * 9 a(m). Marcus and Filippenko [4] have shown that 
d%(A)) = ma{ 1.4: z E W,^(A)}, 
where 
W;(A)= {~C,(A)~*:~EG,} 
= {detXAX*:XEC,,,,detXX*=l} 
is the decomposable numerical range of C,(A). It is known that [3] 
Of course, if the rank of A is less than m, then all the quantities become zero 
and the inequalities become equalities. Aside from this trivial case, Marcus 
and Andresen [2, 31 have studied the matrices for which 
or 
(1) 
(2) 
Questions concerning the classification of the matrices for which (2) holds or 
for which 
c&l(A)) = an(4) (3) 
were asked in [3]. As a matter of fact, besides (l), (2), (3), we may also 
consider the matrices for which 
(4) 
rd(Cm(A)) = ijai~ (5) 
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In this note we classify those matrices satisfying (1) (2), (3) (4), (5), or (6) 
respectively. 
2. RESULTS 
Notethatif misequalton,wehaveW~(A)=W(C,(A))={detA}for 
any n x n complex matrix A. We shall always assume 1~ m Q n - 1 in the 
following discussion unless otherwise specified. 
In order to classify matrices satisfying (l), (2), (4), (5), or (6), we need the 
following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. LetAGQ:,,.,,. Thenrd(C,,,(A))=O iff-C,(A)=O. 
Proof. *: Clear 
3: If C,(A)#O, then (Y,>/+& ... >cu,>O. Let X,Y,UE%~ be 
such that 
u. 
Put 
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= c %(l)%(2) - * * “o(m) 
aeOn,,. 
m 
> n ai > 0. 
i=l 
Hence 
fJ(l),...dJ(m) 
a(l),...,+4 
> 0. 
LEMMA 2. Let AECnxn with rank not less than m. If 
A= 
where A, E Q=,,, and (det A,( = rd(Cm(A)), then A, = 0. Mmeouer, if A is 
of rank m, then A, = 0 also. 
Proof. Suppose that A satisfies the conditions of the lemma. By Schur’s 
triangularization lemma (e.g. see [5, p. 158]), we can find an m X m unitary 
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matrix U such that UAIU* is of the lower triang.ular form. Consider 
= (Uij). 
Since the rank of A is not less than m, by Lemma 1 we have 
Consider the mth column of A. If there exists an integer i such that 
m < i 6 n and a,, # 0, then by elliptical range theorem (e.g. see [S]), we can 
find a 2 x 2 unitary matrix W such that 
w( :; u:i)w* = (@+Pm a,, :+J 
where E > 0. Let V be the n x n unitary matrix obtained from the n X n 
identity matrix Z by replacing Z 
( J 
z’ f with W, and let 
Bl 4 (+I Bs 4 ’ 
where B, E Q),,,. Then 
B,= 
Pl 
0 
Pm-1 
* 0 + ~h-bn 
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is still of the lower triangular form. As a result, 
&m(A)) = dGn(~)) 
> vet B,I 
=11”1-’ . P,-1(1+ 4LI 
’ filPi = rd(Cm(A))’ 
which is a contradiction. Hence ai,,, = 0 for m < i < n. Now consider the 
(m - 1)th column of d. If there exists an integer i such that m < i < n and 
ai m-l # 0, then by elliptical range theorem, we can find a 2 X 2 unitary 
matrix W such that 
where E > 0. Let V be the n X n unitary matrix obtained from Z by replacing 
with W, and let 
vAv* = Bl % i-l-i B3 4 ’ 
where B, E C,,,. Then 
B,= Pm-2 
* (1+ 4Pm-1 
I Pnl 
is still of the lower triangular form. (Note that if we have not shown that 
‘ina = 0 for m < i < n, B, may fail to be of the lower triangular form.) This 
will lead to the same contradiction as above. Therefore u,,~_ i = 0 for 
m<i<n. Under the assumption that aij=Ofor m<i<n, j=m-l,m, 
we can show that ai, m _s = 0 for m -C i < n by similar arguments to the 
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above. Inductively, we can show that aij = 0 (m < i < n) for j = m - 3,. . . , 1. 
As a result, A = UAJJ* @A, and hence A = A,$A,. 
Finally, if A is of rank m, then ]det A,] > 0 implies that A, = 0. n 
COROLLARY [4, Theorem 11. Let l<m<n. A matrix AEC,,~,, is 
unitay if and only if W,^ (A) is contained in the closed unit disk and every 
eigenvalue of A has modulus 1. 
Proof. J: Clear. 
= : If Wz (A) is contained in the closed unit disk, then rd(Cm( A)) < 1. 
Suppose every eigenvalue of A has modulus 1. By Schur’s triangularization 
lemma, A is unitarily similar to A, which is of lower triangular form. For any 
m x m principal submatrix A, of A, we have 
ldetA,]=l=rd(Cm(A))=rd(Cm(A)). 
By Lemma 2, A can be regarded as the direct sum of A, and its corre- 
sponding complement. As the m X m principal submatrix A, can be chosen 
arbitrarily, all the off-diagonal elements of A must be zero. Consequently A is 
normal and hence unitary. n 
THEOREMS. LetAEQ=,,,, with rank not less than m. Then LIy= llhil = 
rJC,,,( A)) iff A is unitarily similar to A,@A,, where A, E Q= mXm and 
IW Ad = dG,iAN. 
Proof. e : Clear. 
2 : Suppose I’l r_ i I A i I = rd( C,( A)). By Schur’s triangularization lemma, 
A is unitarily similar to 
Al 0 H-i A, 42 ’ 
where 
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IdetAIl = 4%(A)) 
and by Lemma 2, the result follows. W 
THEOREM 4. Let A E C,,, with rank not less than m. Then l7 y= 1 1 Xi I= 
r(C,,,(A)) iff A is unitarily similar to A,@A,, where A, E C,,, and 
lclet AL = r(C,(A)). 
Proof. = : Clear. 
rem; :~e?-;/-l; ;;:.(A)) * 17r_“,,lhil = rd(Cm(A))= r(C,(A)). By Theo- 
n 
THEOREM 5. Let A E C,,, with rank not less than m. Then the follow- 
ing are equivalxmt: 
(a) A is unitarily similar to A,@A,, where A, E Q=,,, and ldet A,[ = 
rI;n,l(Yi. 
(b) qj(C,,,(A)) = l-I:n=,q. 
(c) r(Cm(A))=FIKlai* 
(d) II~~lhil = II~~~i* 
Proof. (a) * (b) * (c): Clear. 
(c)=(d): See e.g. [l, p. 3221. 
(d) * (a): n~~lxil= II? r_-lcxi * lIE”=,lhil = rd(Cm(A))= 17y=n=,ai. By The- 
orem 3, the result follows. n 
THEOREM 6. Let A EC,,,. Then the following are equivalent: 
A is normal. 
rd(Ck(A))= lI~cIai fm 1 Q k < n. 
r(Ck(A))= TIFcc=ai for 1 G k d n. 
I-$&l = l-I;_pi for 1~ k < n. 
r(C,(A))= 17fc,lxil for 1 G k < n. 
rd(Ck(A))= n~_k_1(Ail for 1 <k 6 n. 
Proof. (a) * (b) = (c) = (d): By Theorem 5. 
(d) * (e) = (f): Clear. 
(f) * (a): Suppose nfz,,lxil = rd(Ck(A)) for 1~ k < n. By Schur’s triangu- 
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larization lemma, A is unitarily similar to 
Then for lgk,<n, 
ldetA( ~;:::::)l=rJC,(;i)), 
ApplyLemma2toi fork=m, m-l ,...,l, where m is the rank of A; we 
have 
and hence A is normal. 
The following theorem concerns the matrices satisfying (3). 
THEOREM 7. Let AEC,~~ with rank not less than m, and V = 
{XE ;;;CY xx* = 1, IxC,(A)x*l = r(C,(A))}. Then the following are equiu- 
alent: 
where A, EC,,, and ldet A,( = r(C,(A)). 
Moreouer, if(c) holds, then 
(i) We have 
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(ii) A,=0 orA,= impZiesAs=A,=O and n~!ilxil=r(C,(A)). 
Proof. (a) - (b) - (c): Clear. 
Suppose that_ (c) holds. 
(i): Let C,(A)= (Ciij)~ Cckjx(:), where 
Then Jdet A,1 = ii,, E dW( C,( A)), the boundary of W( C,,,( A)). By Lemma 2 
in PI, 
laljl = lcijll for l<jg k. ! 1 
Thus for all u E Q,_, 
(ii): Note that ldet A,1 = r(C,(A)) implies ldet Ail = rd(Cm(A)). If A, = 0, 
then by Lemma 2, A, = 0. By Theorem 4, llr=ilxil = r(CJA)). Since the 
quantities r(C,,,( A)) and llr=“=,lhil are invariant under transposition of A, if 
A, = 0, we can consider 
and obtain the result. 
3. REMARKS AND EXAMPLES 
In Theorem 6, we see that if A E Q= nxn satisfies (l), (2), (4), (5), or (6) for 
m = 1,2 ,**., n, then A is normal. The following example shows that we 
cannot have the same conclusion for those A satisfying (3) for m = 1,2,. . . , n. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let 
n >, 2 and A= 
Then A is not normal, and rd(Cm( A)) = r(C,( A)) for m = 1,. . . , n. 
In Theorem 3, Theorem 4, and Theorem 5, we see that if A E C n Xn 
satisfying (l), (2) (4), (5), or (6), then A is unitarily similar to a matrix of the 
form AreA, where A, EC,,,. The following example shows that there is 
no analogous result for matrices satisfying (3). 
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose that n > 2, 1~ m < n, and 
A=Z,_,@ 2 o 
[ 1 O O @O,_,-,. 
Then II y! r 1 A i 1 = 0. Moreover, 
and hence r( C,( A)) = 1. As A is unitarily similar to 
we have 
Consequently, 
detA( ::::::z)=l. 
@m(A)) = dCm(A)) 
= 1 
>o 
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By Theorem 7(n), A must not be unitarily similar to A i@ A s with A i E Q= m x m 
and ]det A,] = r(C,(A)). 
Since r(C,(A))= max{]z]: z E W(C,(A))}, rd(Cm(A))= max{]z]: z E 
W:(A)}, and 
where 
o(C~(A))=(.c,(A)y~:x,yt~C”, rr*=yy*=l), 
one might expect to be able to define a new quantity for A by the expression 
where 
II;(A)= {xC,(A)~*:X,~JEG,} 
= {detXAY*:X,Y ~Q:,,,,detXX*=detYY*=l} 
= (detUAV( ::::::~):U,V~%“}. 
However, we have the following. 
THEOREMS. LetAEC,,.,, and 1 Q m < n. Then D(C,(A))= D;(A). 
Proof. If n=m>,l, then D(C,(A))={~“~~~A:~ER}=D~(A). 
If n > m > 1, then by a result of von Neumann [7], 
As 0, (A) C D( C,( A)), we have only to prove 
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Since the set D;(A) has circular symmetry about the origin, the function 
f:&', x f%, *Q: defined by 
f(U,V)=detUAV 
! :::::::I 
is continuous, and a” X %!‘, is connected and compact, we can conclude that 
D,^ (A) is an annulus on Q: centered at the origin. Let U,, V, E %,, be such 
that 
“1 
A = UO* 
/ I 
* . . v,* . 
a” 
Then f(U,, V,) = l-‘Iyzn=lai and f(PU,, V,) = 0, where P is the permutation 
matrix obtained from I by interchanging the first and the last row. Hence 
{z:l~l<II~=~c~,} c D$(A).Asaresult, D(C,(A))= D:(A). n 
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